Software applications need to change and adapt as modern architectures evolve. Nowadays advancement in chip design translates to increased parallelism. Exploiting such parallelism is a major challenge in modern software engineering. Multicore processors are about to introduce a significant change in the way we design and use fundamental data structures. In this work we describe the design and programming principles of a software library of highly concurrent scalable and nonblocking data containers. In this project we have created algorithms and data structures for handling fundamental computations in massively multithreaded contexts, and we have incorporated these into a usable library with familiar look and feel.
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Introduction
Advances in chip design have brought multi-threaded parallel programming to mainstream computing and have made exploiting such parallelism a major challenge in modern software engineering. In [24] , Gartner identifies "Parallel Programming" and "Increase Programmer Productivity 100-fold" as two of the seven "Grand Challenges Facing IT" by examining the fundamental issues and technologies whose resolutions "will have a broad and extremely beneficial economic, scientific or societal effects on all aspects of our lives". The ever expanding heterogeneity of modern architectures are demanding developers to effectively manage a growing variety of available resources such as high degree of parallelism, single-chip multiprocessors, and the deep hierarchy of shared/distributed cache and memories, Nowadays parallelism is offered in a variety of ways, including PC clusters, distributed multiprocessors, SMP, multi-core, GPU, vector units, among others. Each machine typically features a deep hierarchy of shared/distributed caches and memories, and good data locality is required to achieve computation efficiency. The ever expanding heterogeneity of modern architectures demands applications to quickly migrate to a variety of architectures while maintaining scalability to an increasingly larger number of nodes. Both small-scale multicores and future exascale supercomputers have to employ new methodologies for effective access to shared memory and the routing of data. The article suggests [24] that "the main challenge with parallel computing is to create applications that fully exploit a multicore architecture" and also that such an enormous increase in productivity can be achieved by "minimizing the time required to find the perfect software module and avoiding the need to modify reusable software." The increasing variety of parallel architectures has led to an even greater degree of highly specialized codes. The development of such codes requires deep expertise in multithreading and parallel computing and a broad knowledge of the hardware architecture. A critical element of our effective use of such new and future multi-processor architectures is the design and application of highly concurrent multi-processor data structures [47] . Programming shared-memory multiprocessors (multicores) is notoriously hard because of the unpredictable asynchronous nature of modern computer systems. Pingali et al. [42] and Shavit [47] argued that many modern mainstream applications exhibit complex, irregular, and rapidly changing communication patterns and interactions. Such parallelism is substantially different than the traditional parallel applications known in scientific computing with slow changing and regular synchronization patterns. In spite of the critical role in emerging applications of such irregular parallel algorithms, currently we have few insights of how to effectively and safely parallelize such irregular algorithms demanding irregular and rapid data exchanges and sharing of large volumes of data among multiple threads. The irregular computation and synchronization patterns of the emerging parallel applications and the increasing variety of the modern hardware architectures pose an enormous challenge in constructing highly reusable and portable multi-processor software libraries. For instance, large graph problems that arise in complex network analysis, data mining, computational biology, enabling predictive discrete event simulation, and other critical applications have sparked the development of new types of high-performance architectures and codes [2, 29] . These codes involve very large numbers of threads and much greater sharing of information among processors than traditional scientific computing approaches, posing much greater concurrency challenges. It is difficult to effectively and safely parallelize such irregular algorithms which demand irregular and rapid data exchanges and sharing of large volumes of data among multiple threads.
To accommodate the paradigm shift towards concurrency and heterogeneity, a plethora of new programming models are being developed and tested to support the development of concurrent multi-threaded applications on multi-core architectures. However, most of the existing concurrent programming models are based on mutual exclusion, which is the most common synchronization technique for shared data but can lead to significant overhead, high complexity, and reduced parallelism and key safety hazards including race conditions, deadlock, livelock, and ordering violations [22, 12] . Such errors are hard to reproduce, often lead to unpredictable real-time behavior and are difficult to debug. According to a study at NASA Ames [34, 43] , the current development and validation techniques are prohibitive for problems of such complexity. Programming models and concurrent data structures that are easier to use and capable of scaling to arbitrary numbers of threads are in critical needs to ameliorate the problems.
Applications and algorithms need to change and adapt as modern architectures evolve. Such adaptations have become increasingly difficult for developers as they are required to effectively manage an ever-growing variety of resources such as a high degree of parallelism, single-chip multi-processors, and the deep hierarchy of shared and/or distributed caches and memories. Developers writing concurrent code face challenges not known in sequential programming: notably, to correctly manipulate shared data. A critical element for effective use of such new and future multi-processor architectures is the design and application of highlyconcurrent, multi-processor data structures [48] . ISO C++ [50] is widely used for parallel and multi-threaded software. The recently released C++ standard, C++11 [28] , simplifies concurrent programming by including a new memory model and standard library support for threading and atomicity. However, C++11 and the majority of the commonly used programming languages still do not provide standard multi-processor data structures and algorithms.
Motivation
Currently, the most common synchronization technique is the use of mutual exclusion locks. This can seriously affect the performance of the system by diminishing its parallelism [22] . The behavior of mutual exclusion locks can sometimes be optimized by using a fine-grained locking scheme [27] , [40] or contextswitching. However, the interdependence of processes implied by the use of locks, even efficient locks, introduces the dangers of deadlock, livelock, starvation, and priority inversion. Wait-freedom implies freedom from such hazards [22] . However, all of these appealing properties of wait-freedom are difficult to implement in practice as they require that no thread can block another, in such a way that the other thread is unable to make progress in an amount of time that is guaranteed to be finite. Guaranteeing this property is especially difficult as it requires reasoning about all of the possible ways that all of the possible operations may interleave, in a concurrent environment. In many cases, the problem with locks is one of difficulty of providing correctness more than one of performance [13] . As a result, there are not many wait-free algorithms in the literature. In fact, there are no other wait-free hash tables at all. Though there is one hash table that comes close, it is wait-free until it must resize [18] , and there are several lock-free hash tables implemented as well [22] , [37] , [46] .
Our Approach
Our work delivers practical design, implementation, and support tools for highly concurrent and reusable multi-processor data structures. In particular, we have developed a collection of highly concurrent scalable data containers together with an associated compiler to support nonblocking synchronization of shared memory operations [22, 47, 12] , a recent synchronization mechanism known to provide better safety and performance than traditional blocking synchronization techniques by eliminating hazards such as deadlock, livelock, and priority inversion and by being highly scalable in supporting large numbers of threads. The entire system integrates an extensive set of architecture-specific optimizations, e.g. reduction of synchronization overhead and enhancement of data locality, and parameterizes their configurations so that they can be automatically tuned when porting together with our runtime system to a variety of multicore platforms. In addition, our research integrates a mature platform for developers to study and analyze their application performance at scale by integrating the Structured Simulation Toolkit's macroscale simulation components (SST/macro) [2, 44] . Through our collaborations with the developers of SST/macro, our team employs a highly functional architecture simulator with which we are deeply familiar, and our framework uses the internally integrated SST/macro to interactively assist developers in attaining our objectives. The goal is to create a portable generic software platform and building blocks to greatly assist domain scientists and engineers who are not experts in concurrency theory and formal methods to produce highly efficient and correct code.
When building large-scale software applications developers apply the core problem-solving approach as when constructing other large-scale artifacts -namely the processes of decomposition and abstraction [31] . Library-centric software development has become increasingly important in modern software design [49, 28] . Through this work we deliver high-quality and reliable building blocks for multi-processor programming and an easy and effective composition process. Our research creates algorithms and data structures for handling fundamental computations in multithreaded contexts and incorporates these into a practical and usable library with a familiar look and feel. The main challenge is in the design and implementation of the librarys data structures and our support environment. That way the burden of multicore algorithms design and optimization is placed on the library developers (the PI of this work and our team) and not on the users of our collections of data containers. Thus, our nonblocking library hides the complexity of parallel programming to the majority of its users. Many modern parallel programming codes contain a large number of architecture-sensitive programming techniques and optimizations that are tailored to specific problem domains or hardware platforms. Often, to achieve a high degree of efficiency, developers of such concurrent codes need to re-engineer the very fundamental data structures and algorithms known in computer science such as queues, stacks, hash tables, linked-lists, and vectors [47, 41, 42] . Our approach helps deliver easy, effective, and scalable multi-processor programming in C/C++ and allows for a dramatic increase in the reuse and portability of complex multithreaded software components.
Designing the Scalable Template Library
Processes in shared memory multiprocessor systems communicate with each other by executing atomic reads and writes to various shared data. The result of the concurrent execution of a number of operations is dependent on the processes interleaving. Thus, various synchronization mechanisms are necessary to ensure that the desired interleaving of operations is enforced at all times and the program semantics are preserved. The most common technique for synchronizing concurrent processes is the use of a mutual exclusion locks [22] , which guarantees thread-safety of a concurrent objects by blocking all contending threads except the one holding the lock. Even for conventional multicore systems of modest size, the use of blocking reduces parallelism and can lead to convoying effects that can seriously detriment application performance [17] . Further, incorrect use of locks is hard to detect using traditional testing procedures, whereas a program can be deployed and used for a long period of time before the flaws become evident and cause anomalous behavior [10, 12] . A key component of our research is to develop a library of composable and highly scalable generic concurrent data structures to support nonblocking synchronization [22, 47, 17, 12] , which enhances thread safety and enables fast execution by eliminating hazards associated with mutual exclusion locks.
Our multi-processor scalable template library provides concurrent data structures with composable, generic and linearizable C++ interfaces similar to the C++ Standard Template Library [28] . Nonblocking synchronization is a recent alternative to mutual exclusion that allows the implementation of highly scalable data objects for multithreaded systems and at the same time eliminates entire classes of safety hazards associated with the application of locks. A concurrent object is lock-free [22] if it guarantees that some process will always make progress in a finite number of steps. It is additionally wait-free if all processes are guaranteed progress. Lock-free and wait-free algorithms do not use mutual exclusion locks and can efficiently utilize resources on shared memory multiprocessors with low latency and high bandwidth of interprocessor communication [22] . Our existing work shows that it can eliminate whole classes of concurrency hazards while delivering significant performance improvements by a large factor for many scenarios [12, 10, 8, 15, 7, 11] .
A study by Tsigas et al. [55] demonstrates that large scale scientific applications using nonblocking synchronization generate fewer cache misses, exhibit better load balancing, and show significantly better scalability and performance when compared to their counterparts using locks.
ISO C++ [50] is widely used for parallel and multi-threaded software. The recently released C++ standard, C++11 [28] , includes a new memory model and standard library support for threading and atomicity. As stated by Stroustrup [51] , the designer and inventor of C++, C++11 includes "lock-free programming facilities for people who want to provide something radically different". However, C++11 and the majority of the commonly used programming languages still do not provide standard multi-processor data structures and algorithms. We will design and implement a collection of nonblocking data containers for C/C++ with interfaces that are easy to use and composable, with enhanced safety by eliminating the hazards of deadlock, livelock, and priority inversion, and with significant performance gains for a large number of multicore applications. Our library delivers fundamental concurrent data structures such as stacks, queues, dequeues, linked-lists, dictionaries, dynamic arrays, and hash tables, starting with two critical containers, a hash table and a priority queue, for modern data-intensive applications. Each container includes components needed to easily compose them as nonblocking building blocks, such as iterators, lock-free memory management, and memory allocation schemes. We extend the generic object-oriented ISO C++ STL interface and evaluate our approach by using our library within a number of real-world concurrent codes and a number of benchmark suites including the Mentovo suite [45] for scientific codes.
While there is an increasing demand for nonblocking algorithms, currently we lack a collection of portable and generic C/C++ nonblocking objects that can easily be applied to existing code. In this work we develop the theory, techniques, and building blocks that can be used by domain scientists and engineers who are not experts in parallel programming and nonblocking synchronization to compose efficient, safe, and scalable codes. Composition is a natural way to construct and reason about large and complex systems. We develop compositional strategies for building scalable nonblocking applications and for optimizing such application and their use of system resources. To overcome the drawbacks associated with the application of blocking synchronization and deliver high scalability and performance, we focus on the application of nonblocking synchronization techniques [22, 47, 12, 7] .
Implementation Challenges
Two key challenges exist in designing scalable concurrent data structures: 1) the asynchronous nature of multi-threaded computation, where the correctness of concurrency is hard to guarantee as threads execution can be interleaved in an arbitrary fashion, and their progresses and completion are sensitive to variations of operating system scheduling decisions, interrupts, and page faults; and 2) complexity of modern hardware platforms, where the interconnect among memory and processors, the layout of data in memory, and the dynamic communication patterns [22, 2] among threads make the performance of synchronous operations hard to predict. The correctness and performance issues are directly related [47] , as the more optimizations applied to improve a parallel algorithm's performance, the harder it becomes to reason about this algorithm's correctness. The difficulties in guaranteeing correctness, which is established by reasoning about safety and liveness, while attaining high performance also result in several other challenges in developing a library of composable and reusable nonblocking data containers, discussed in the following.
Safety guarantee: which establishes that no possible threads interleaving can corrupt the semantics of a concurrent object, i.e. "nothing bad will happen" [22] . Guaranteeing safety in a concurrent algorithm is challenging because of the many possible scenarios in which threads can interleave, which require rules for mapping concurrent executions to sequential ones. One such set of rules has been described by Lamport [32] in his sequential consistency model, which requires that the results of a concurrent execution are equivalent to those yielded by some sequential execution. A more strict version of sequential consistency is linearizability [22] , where a concurrent operation is linearizable if it appears to execute instantaneously in a given point of time, called linearization point, between the time of operation invocation and the time of its completion. In effect, linearizability additionally requires that the total ordering in the derived sequential history respects the real-time ordering of operations of the concurrent execution. According to real-time ordering, an operation o 1 is said to precede an operation o 2 if o 2 's invocation occurs after o 1 's response. Operations that do not have real-time ordering are defined as concurrent. To allow for greater reusability of our multi-processor library components, we aim to support linearizability as our safety guarantee.
Liveness guarantee: which establishes that eventually progress will be made in the system, i.e. "something good will happen" [22] . Defining a liveness guarantee means specifying its progress condition such as lock-freedom, wait-freedom, deadlock-freedom, and starvation-freedom [22] . For instance, a wait-free operation is independent and can complete without requiring support from the scheduler, while a deadlockfree operation guarantees concurrent operations will not enter a state of deadlock but requires strong support from the scheduler [47] . We aim to support wait-freedom and lock-freedom as our liveness properties.
Composability While well-established, the sequential consistency model implies that sequentially consistent objects are not composable. This means that a data object implemented using sequentially consistent components may not be sequentially consistent. Such lack of composability is a significant disadvantage when building concurrent libraries and seriously inhibits the reusability of parallel software. By enforcing the more strict linearizability consistency model, our library will guarantee composability as well.
Scalability By Amdahl's Law [22] , the speedup of a parallel algorithm is the ratio of a program's execution time on a single processor to its execution time on P processors. A concurrent data structure is scalable if its observed speedup increases with P. In practice, as concurrency grows it becomes increasingly hard to obtain scalable behavior. This is illustrated by a simple application of Amdahl's Law: using 10 processors we achieve only a twofold speedup with 60% concurrent execution time and five fold speedup with 90% concurrent execution time. If we increase the processors we use up to 20, we will get a sevenfold speedup. Therefore, regardless of the processing power of our multicore machine and the increasing number of cores we use, our speedup will be significantly limited by only a 10% sequential execution of our program. For a majority of multi-threaded applications, the portions of code that are hard to parallelize are those implementing multi-threaded synchronizations and communications [47, 29, 6, 2, 44] . On a multicore platform with shared memory, these synchronization mechanism coordinate the access to the shared data structures. Often applying common synchronization mechanisms that work well with low concurrency can severely limit the possibility of scalable behavior. In particular, the use of mutual exclusion is known to introduce sequential bottlenecks and inhibit scaling. Further, the completion of concurrent algorithms can be significantly impacted by variations of the scheduler's decisions, making it hard to provide guarantees of progress, e.g., if the scheduler delays the thread holding the lock, all other threads waiting for this lock will be blocked. Another potential performance bottleneck is memory contention caused by all contending threads attempting to access a single shared memory location [22] , which causes prolonged waiting time and heavy memory traffic on platforms employing typical cache coherence protocols. Our research will address all the above synchronization problems through efficient implementations of wait-free and lock-free synchronous operations.
Implementation Approach
Our library is centered around a collection of practical highly concurrent nonblocking data containers with interfaces that are composable and easy to use, with enhanced safety by eliminating the hazards of deadlock, livelock, and priority inversion, and with portable performance gains for a large number of multicore applications. The research is based on the following technical approaches.
Safety and progress guarantees: We focus on providing data structures that are linearizable [22] , where concurrent operations appear to execute instantaneously in any given point of time, and wait-free [22] , where a concurrent object guarantees that all processes will make progress in a finite number of steps. For algorithms that do not allow for an effective wait-free implementation, we will guarantee they are lock-free, where at least one process will always make some progress in a finite number of steps.
Linearization is a more restrictive form of the sequential consistency model [32] and will allow concurrent operations supported by our library to be easily composed while maintaining their sequential consistency. Wait-freedom is most desirable as it guarantees system-wide throughput and starvation-freedom in a finite number of steps. This property significantly reduces the performance problems of parallel algorithms by avoiding sequential bottlenecks and memory contentions associated with the traditional blocking (lockbased) synchronization mechanisms and some naive lock-free approaches. Theoretically, it has been shown that all algorithms can be implemented in a wait-free manner [22] . The authors in [22] demonstrate a universal construction that allows for the wait-free implementation of concurrent objects. However, the use of a universal construction leads to the memory cost growing linearly with the number of threads. In practice, effective implementations of wait-free algorithms require the use of programming techniques similar to their lock-free counterparts combined with a methodology for bounding the steps each operation can take.
Implementation of wait-free and lock-free algorithms: for the implementation of our nonblocking data structures we plan to apply the following commonly used programming techniques.
• Completion of operations through fine-grained optimistic speculation: lock-free and wait-free algorithms do not use locks but instead rely on a set of read-modify-write atomic primitives such as the word-size CAS instruction [26] . Lock-free algorithms most commonly utilize the compare-and-set instruction to implement a speculative manipulation of a shared object. Each contending process applies a set of writes on a local copy of the shared data and attempts to exchange a shared object with the updated copy by executing a CAS operation. This speculative execution guarantees that from within a set of contending processes, there is at least one that succeeds within a finite number of steps.
• Assisting aborted threads: lock-free algorithms often employ a methodology for assisting obstructed threads such as the use of descriptor objects [12, 17] . A significant challenge in designing lock-free algorithms is implementing a correct assistance methodology. Assisting other operations is the most error-prone and costly part of a lock-free algorithm [12] .
• Type and state value marking: wait-free and lock-free implementations often use a pointer bit marking technique to atomically exchange a pointer and its state using only a single-word CAS operation. The pointer bit marking technique exploits the last two bits of a pointer value, which are unused in a pointer representation, to store up to three additional value states.
• Duplicate memory copy: certain lock-free algorithms use a descriptive log storing a record of all pending reads and writes and a duplicate memory copy used to perform speculative updates that are invisible to all other threads until the linearization point of the entire transaction.
Given the above programming techniques, a typical lock-free algorithm executes in four phases [22] : 1) completion of its own operation; 2) assisting an obstructed operation; 3) aborting an obstructed operation; and 4) waiting. In a naive lock-free implementation, the repeated attempts of contending threads executing a CAS on the same memory location would result in memory contention. Advanced lock-free algorithms use a contention management algorithm to decide when to assist, abort, or wait.
Design and Implementation of a Wait-free Hash Table
In this section we describe the design and implementation of the first, bounded, wait-free, extendible, concurrent hash table C++ design. The main goals of our design are to deliver scalability, safety, and high performance for multi-processor applications. A hash table [5] is a data container that uses a hash function to map a set of identifying values, known as keys, to their associated values. The standard interface of a hash table consists of insert, delete, and search, each with an average time-complexity of O(1). The new C++ Standard Template Library [28] provides the unordered map class as a standard sequential hash table implementation. The known lock-based hash table designs inherit the disadvantages of blocking synchronization as discussed earlier [13] . The negative impact of blocking synchronization is increased during the process of the redistribution of the elements in a hash table, also known as a global resize, that occurs when adding new buckets. Thus, the problem of engineering practical and efficient non-blocking hash table designs has been of both practical and theoretical interest [37] , [46] , [22] . Our wait-free implementation avoids global resizes through new array allocation which is bounded by the number of indirections (pointers to chase). The presented design includes dynamic hashing, which means that each element has a unique final, as well as current, position. The code representing the implementation we discuss here is open source and we intend to make it freely available.
Our multi-processor hash table design offers the following contributions:
(a) Wait-freedom: we describe the first bounded wait-free hash table design. Our data structure guarantees that all threads complete their operations in a finite number of steps. This implies that we have a nonblocking execution.
(b) Non-blocking: we ensure that no thread can prevent another from accessing information. By providing the non-blocking progress guarantee for our operations, the presented design avoids the typical safety hazards associated with blocking synchronization.
(c) Perfect hashing: each element has a unique final position in the table, and this position allows the algorithm to insert, find, and delete elements concurrently, in constant time.
(d) Extendible hashing: we treat the hash as a bit string and rehash incrementally [14] .
(e) Portability: because we only rely on atomic operations available on most modern architectures (such as atomic read, atomic write, and Compare-And-Swap or simply CAS [22] ), we ensure that our implementation can be used on a wide range of multi-processor architectures.
(f) Thread-death safety: if a thread suddenly dies, regardless of the point during its execution, no data is lost; except, at most, the thread's own operation.
(g) High performance: our wait-free hash (h) High scalability: our implementation demonstrates scalable behavior, and our performance gains are even larger compared to the alternative approaches in scenarios with more contention -greater numbers of threads competing for shared resources.
(i) Safety: our design goals help us achieve a high degree of safety, and our design avoids the hazards of lock-based designs: deadlock, livelock, priority inversion, and starvation.
The rest of this work is organized as follows: Section 5.1 briefly introduces the fundamental concepts of non-blocking synchronization, in Section 5.2 we discuss related work, Section 5.3 presents the algorithms of our wait-free hash table design, Section 5.8 offers a discussion of our performance evaluation, Section 5.9 provides an overview of the practical impact of our work, and in Section 6 we conclude and discuss our future work.
Background
As defined by Herlihy et al. [22] , a concurrent object is lock-free if it guarantees that some process in the system makes progress in a finite number of steps. An object that guarantees that each process makes progress in a finite number of steps is defined as wait-free [22] . Non-blocking (lock-free and wait-free) algorithms do not apply mutual exclusion locks. A mutual exclusion lock guarantees thread-safety of a concurrent object by blocking all contending threads except the one holding the lock. By definition, a lockfree 1 , concurrent data structure guarantees that when multiple threads operate simultaneously on it, some thread completes its task in a finite number of steps despite failures and waits experienced by other threads. By applying atomic primitives such as CAS, non-blocking algorithms implement a number of techniques such as optimistic speculation and thread collaboration to provide for their strict progress guarantees.
The practical implementation of lock-free containers is known to be difficult: in addition to addressing the hazards of race conditions, the developer must also use non-blocking memory management and memory allocation schemes [21] .
Recent research into the design of lock-free data structures includes: linked-lists [19] , [37] ; queues [36] , [53] , [39] ; stacks [20] , [39] ; hash tables [37] , [39] , [18] , [46] ; binary search trees [16] , and vectors [9] .
The problems encountered include low parallelism, excessive copying, inefficiency, and high overhead. The use of hash tables is widespread in real-world applications, however, the problem of the design and implementation of a wait-free hash table is difficult -there have been no previous implementations. Designing lock-free containers is hard and achieving wait-freedom is an enormous challenge.
Related Work
A possible solution, that delivers scalability and high performance for modern multi-processor programming, is a lock-free data structure; and the only design that could be better is one that is also wait-free, such as the one presented in this paper. There are no pre-existing wait-free hash tables in the literature, as such, the related work that we discuss consists entirely of lock-free designs.
In order to achieve our design goals, we are developing an innovative approach to the structure of the hash table that uses an extendible hashing scheme that is similar to the work of Shalev et. al. in the paper titled "Split-Ordered Lists: Lock-Free Extensible Hash Tables" [46] . The key differences between their design and our work are that Shalev et. al. do not implement a hash table structure, and their design is not wait-free. Another approach for implementing a non-blocking hash table is presented by Gao et. al [18] . They implement a solution that is wait-free in the common case, but degrades in performance to lock-free when a table resize is in progress. Michael [37] describes a lock-free hash table design that uses linked lists for collision-resolution; whereas, we use arrays -to avoid the overhead of next pointers. There is only one claim of a wait-free hash table implementation that the authors are aware of [4] . This hash table design has been described in the author's blog discussions and has not been published in the academic literature. Click's design is presented as a Java-based implementation and allows stacked, global resizes which are undesirable as they are known to have a negative performance impact. Furthermore, the intricacies involving the C/C++ implementation of a wait-free hash table are avoided in [4] .
Algorithms
In this section we define a semantic model of the hash table's operations, outline a correctness proof based on that model, address concerns related to memory management, and provide a description of the design and the applied implementation techniques. The presented algorithms have been implemented, in both ISO C and ISO C++, and designed for execution on an ordinary, multi-threaded, shared-memory systemsupporting only single-word read, write, and CAS instructions.
Implementation Overview
The hash function that we use is a one-to-one hash, where each key produces a unique hash value. Our hash function reorders the bits in the key in order to promote a more even distribution of elements. The user may specify his own hash function as long as the number of bits in the key is equal to the number of bits in the hash. The length of the memory array used in the table is defined as a power of two. By taking the first N bits of the hashed key, where N is equal to the binary logarithm of the length of the memory array, we determine the location, on the main array, to place the key-value pair. If that position is another memory array, then we shift another N bits to determine the position on that next array. The hash table structure is composed of nested arrays, where a position in one points to another array. However, the total number of arrays is bounded by the key length and the size of each array. When we refer to indirections or depth we mean the number of entries one might need to check before a key is found. Note, this places no limit on the total number of elements that can be stored in the hash table, the table can expand to hold all unique keys. However, the number of keys is limited by the bits in the key.
The maximum number of indirections -the maxDepth -is equal to the number of bits in the key divided by X, where X is the number of bits taken from the key, as described earlier. For example, a 32-bit key with an array of length 64 would have at most five indirections. If users have a large data set, they should choose a much larger length for the memory array, which further decreases the number of indirections caused by going from memory array to memory array. The size of the main memory array should be equal to the expected number of data elements that need to be stored -the data structure handles any further expansion as necessary. If the position that a key hashes to is occupied, then a new memory array must be created. When the new memory array is added to the table, then the current element is moved into it. By allowing concurrent table expansion this structure is free from the overhead of an explicit resize that involves copying the whole table, thus facilitating concurrent operations. Moreover, some related algorithms, such as the implementations of Click [4] and that of Gao et. al [18] , allow stacked resizes, which can lead to starvation of one or more threads. By allowing concurrent table expansion our data structure is free from global and/or stacked resizes. These resizes lead to performance loss due to contention as well as inefficient use of memory -due to multiple sparsely-used, old tables.
Operations
This section provides a detailed description of the implementation of our hash table's operations.
Definitions: We begin by presenting a number of definitions that help us explain the key algorithms in further details.
(a) Key: a unique identifying value for a piece of data. In this paper we assume a 32-bit integer key -we have also tested with multiword keys, such as the 20 bytes needed for SHA1. The hashed key is expressed as a continuous list of 6-bit sequences e.g. A−B−C −D, where A is the first 6-bit sequence, B is the next 6-bit sequence, and so on -these represent positions at various depths. These bits sequences are isolated using logical shifts.
(b) Value: the information associated with a key.
(c) dataNode: holds the hashed value of a key and the value that is associated with that key.
(d) Memory array length: the constant length of the memory arrays.
(e) MaxDepth: is the maximum number of spineNodes that a thread must traverse before it reaches a position where no collisions can occur. The maxDepth is equal to the ceiling of the length of the key in bits divided by spine pow.
(f) spineNode: a memory array of fixed length, where the length is a power of two. The binary logarithm of the memory array length is used to determine how many bits are necessary to determine the location to place a dataNode in the spineNode. For example, in a memory array of length 64 = 2 6 , we would take 6 bits for each successive spineNode. A spineNode is recognized by a bit mark on the pointer to it.
(g) Memory array depth: the number of levels of spines to traverse where A is at level one, B is at level two, C is at level three, and D is at level four; where A, B, C, and D refer to the same concept defined above.
(h) Independent operations: operations performed on different memory arrays are considered independent, because no operation on one memory array affects an operation on any other memory array.
(i) Watching/Unwatching: we use a watchList that allows us to determine if it is safe to reuse dataNodes that were removed from the hash table. The act of watching a hashed key is assigning to a threads watchValue the hashed key that thread is operating on. The act of unwatching a hashed key is assigning null to a threads watchValue. The importance of watching and unwatching hashed keys is described in Section 5.3.9 where we discuss our memory management approach in more details.
(j) key match: a key is a match to another key when both keys contain the same bits in the same order. By extension a key match also when the hashed value of a key is equal to the hashed value of another key.
(k) watchList: an array, where each thread has its own position that is used to store the hashed value of the key that thread is operating on.
(l) watchValue: refers to a position in the watchList that belongs to a specific thread.
(m) failCount: a thread-local counter that is incremented whenever a CAS fails and the thread must retry its attempt to update the table.
(n) maxFailCount: a user defined constant used to bound the maximum number of times that a thread continues an operation after a CAS operation fails.
(o) local: the spineNode that an operation is currently working on.
(p) pos: the position on local that an operation is currently working on.
(q) markedDataNode: a pointer to a dataNode that has been bitmarked at the least significant bit (LSB) of the pointer to the node.
(r) reuseSpineStack: an array of pointers, where each thread has its own position that is used to hold pointers to spineNodes that the thread had allocated but failed to add to the table.
(s) reuseDataNodeArray: a two-dimensional array with T rows -the number of threads. Each row of this array is known as a thread's reuseArray. This array has ten columns -an experimentally derived constant -that is used to store nodes for reuse.
(t) reuseDataNodeStack: an array of pointers, where each thread has its own position that is used to store a linked list of nodes for reuse (u) Valid Insert Location: a memory location whose contents are null or a key match.
User Defined Constants:
(a) spineSize: the length of the list in the spine data structure (b) spinePow: the binary logarithm of the spineSize (c) keySize: the length in bits of the key Structure and Traversal of the Hash Table: The hash table is composed of memory arrays of fixed length where each position points to either a dataNode, a spineNode, or null. Traversing the table is done by taking the first set of bits from the hashed key and examining the pointer at that position on the current memory array. If the pointer stores the address of a spineNode, then the next set of bits are taken, and that position on the new memory array is examined. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario. Figure 1 illustrates the two operations detailed below. Note that the spines have a length of eight; this means that exactly three bits are needed to determine the position to store our dataNode on any spine.
If we would like to find the key 0-4-2, then we first need to hash the key. We assume that this operation yields 2-1-2. We shift the hash to isolate the first three bits which equal the decimal value two. So, we examine position two of the main memory array. We see that this position is a spine so we must determine the position on this spine to examine. This is done in the same manner by shifting the original hash again to isolate the next three bits of interest which have the decimal value of one. We examine position one of the spine that is at position two of the main spine. This position contains a dataNode, so we compare its hash to the hash of the key that we are searching for. The comparison reveals that the hashes are both equal to 2-1-2, so we return the value associated with this node.
If we would like to insert the key 1-2-3, then -in a similar manner to find -we must first hash the key. We assume that this operation yields 5-6-1, and we examine position five of the main memory array.
This position already holds a dataNode, so we must expand the table by adding a spine here. A reference to the dataNode that was already there must be present in our new spine before we swap that dataNode for the spine. After a successful CAS we then insert our dataNode into the new spine.
Main Functions
In this section we provide a brief overview of the main operations implemented by our wait-free hash table. Unless otherwise noted all line numbers refer to the current algorithm being discussed. Note that a spineNode or a bit mark cannot exist at maxDepth, because no hash collisions can occur there. Unless otherwise stated, all algorithms are bounded by a constant number of steps that is equal to the number of lines in that algorithm.
Algorithm 1 -put (key, value, threadID)
The put function is used to insert a key-value pair into the hash table if the key is not already in the table, and update the key's value if the key is in the table. In order to promote a more even distribution of keys a hash value is generated by reordering the bits in the key (line 1). The method for generating the hash value is application-dependent and is left to the end-user of the data structure. The only restriction placed on generating a hash value is that perfect hashing must be used, e.g. if the hash of A is equal to the hash of B then A must equal B. A node is then allocated to hold the hash of the key and the key's value (line 2). Next, the thread assigns the hash value, that it is operating on, to its position in the watchList (line 4), see Section 5.3.9 for details on our strategy for memory use and reclamation. Finally, the put function calls the putSub function (defined in Section 5.3.5 that places the key-value pair into the table (line 5). Before returning, the put function assigns zero to its position in the watchList (Lines 6-7). 
Algorithm 2 -putSub (local, insertThis, hash, threadID)
The putSub function places the node to be inserted, insertThis, into the hash table in a bounded number of steps. The operation examines a finite number of memory locations a finite number of times before returning. The number of memory locations that we examine is limited by the maxDepth (see Section 5.3.2) and the number of times each memory location is examined is limited by the maxFailCount, which is discussed in detail later in this section. For a put operation to complete it must reach a memory location that is a dataNode or null. When it does, it performs a CAS. There are two cases that cause the operation to be considered completed: either the CAS succeeds; or it fails, but the thread can infer that another thread's operation immediately overwrote its put operation, this case is described in detail later. Otherwise, the thread re-examines the current contents of the memory location, incrementing its failCount. If the the maxFailCount is reached it forces an expansion on that position. The expansion provides a new spine that the competing threads can use to insert into, with less contention. When the maxDepth is reached, regardless of the result of CAS, the operation is completed. The reason that we still perform a CAS, in this case, is to reuse memory. Whichever thread's CAS succeeds reuses the dataNode that was replaced with a spineNode during the expansion. The putSub function first determines the position, p, where insertThis belongs, on the main spine (line 2) -the same method, for determining the position of interest, is used in the get and remove functions. The value p is determined by isolating the spinePow leftmost bits of the hashed value. For subsequent positions, the hashed key is shifted to the right by spinePow bits. The thread then checks the contents of local[pos] by performing an atomic read (line 8). Any modifications to the table that occurred before the atomic read (line 8) are considered to have occurred before this operation.
If the value at p contains a pointer to a spineNode, signified by a bit mark on the second LSB of the pointer, then the thread examines that spineNode (line 10).
If it contains a markedDataNode (line 12), then the thread calls expandTable (defined in Algorithm 12), on that position. When the expandTable operation returns, the contents of that position must be a spineNode, which the thread then examines (line 13).
If the position that we called putSub on contains a null value, then the thread attempts to replace the null value with a pointer to insertThis, using the atomic CAS operation. If the thread succeeds, then the thread returns, after adjusting the element count (Lines [16] [17] . When a CAS operation fails, as a result of a thread replacing null with a spineNode or placing a bit mark on null (which becomes a spineNode after expandTable operation), the thread examines the new spine and tries again, to insert its node. If the CAS fails as a result of another thread inserting a key match, then the thread returns because its operation linearizes (see Sections 5.4, 5.5) such that its value was inserted, but was immediately replaced by the other thread's operation (line 29). If the CAS fails as a result of anything else, then the thread increments its failCount, and re-examines the position (line 31).
If it contains a dataNode that is a key match, then the thread attempts to replace the current node with the thread's new node using the atomic CAS operation. If the thread succeeds, then the thread returns, after freeing the node that was removed (line 35). If the thread fails, as a result of another thread bit marking the node, then the thread calls expandTable on the position (line 46) and re-examines the new position on the spineNode that has been read. If the current node is a spine, then the thread also re-examines the new position on the spineNode that has been read (line 43). In all other cases, it can be reasoned that the outcome of this thread's operation occurred, and was immediately overwritten by a subsequent operation.
If the position that we called putSub on contains a dataNode with a different key, then the executing thread calls expandTable (line 52). If the expansion is successful, then the thread re-examines the new position on the spineNode that has been read and attempts to insert its node on the new spine. If the expansion failed, then the thread increments its failCount and re-examines the contents at that position.
Algorithm 3 -get (key, threadID)
The get operation determines whether or not a key exists in the table. If it does, then the function returns the key's associated value. The get operation examines, at most, the same number of memory locations that the put operation does, maxDepth; this constant bounds the possible number of steps that this operation could attempt before successful completion.
To search for a key, a hash value is generated from the key and the thread assigns the hash to its watchValue (line 2). The position is extracted from the hash, the same process used in put, and the thread reads the value held at the position (Lines 5-6). If the value read is a pointer to a spineNode, then the thread examines a new position (line 9). If the the value read is a node whose hash value matches (line 11), then the node's value is returned; otherwise, null is returned. Before returning, the thread sets its watchValue to null. 
Algorithm 4 -remove (key, threadID)
The remove operation determines if a key exists in the table and, if so, it removes the key from the table. Note that the remove operation does not call get because get returns a value, not a position and a spine. The remove operation examines at most the same constant number of memory locations that the put operation does, maxDepth; this constant bounds the possible number of steps that this operation could attempt before successful completion.
To search for a key, a hash value is generated from the key and the thread assigns the hash to its watchValue (line 2). The position is extracted from the hash, the same process used in put and get, and the thread reads the value held at the position (Lines 5-6) .
If the value read is a pointer to a spineNode, then the thread examines a new position (line 27). If it is null, or a dataNode whose hash does not match (Lines 9, 25), the thread exits the for loop, clears its watchValue, and returns false. If a marked node is at the current location, then the thread calls expandTable and reexamines the new position on the spineNode that has been read (line 11).
If the value read was a dataNode whose hash matches, then the thread calls CAS on the position, replacing the value that was read with null. If the operation succeeds, then the thread frees the node, decreases the element count, clears its watchValue, and returns true (Lines [15] [16] [17] [28] [29] . If it fails, and the next read reveals a bit-marked version of the same node or a spineNode, then the thread re-examines the new position on the spineNode that has been read. Otherwise, the thread returns (line 23), and we reason that the outcome of this thread's operation occurred, but was immediately overwritten by a subsequent operation. The subsequent operation could be a put or remove with the same key. If the subsequent operation was a put, then we reason that we removed the key, but immediately after, another operation put the original key. Similarly, if the subsequent operation was remove, then that remove occurred first and our operation occurred immediately after. 
Supporting Functions
This section briefly describes the supporting functions referenced in the pseudocode of the preceding algorithms. A more in-depth discussion of these algorithms, along with corresponding pseudocode, can be found in Appendix A.
(a) getNode: returns the pointer value, without bit marks, held at pos on local.
(b) getNodeRaw: returns the pointer value held at pos on local.
(c) inUse: returns true if the hash is present in another thread's watchValue, otherwise, it returns false.
(d) markDataNode: atomically places a bit mark on the value held at pos on local.
(e) unmark: removes the bit marks from a pointer value (f) isMarked: returns true if the pointer has a bit mark at its second LSB (g) isSpine: returns true if the pointer has a bit mark at its LSB (h) expandTable: adds a new spine when there is a hash collision or a high amount of contention on a single memory location.
(i) allocateNode: this function returns a pointer to a node that can be used to store a key-value pair. If there is a valid node in the thread's reuseDataNodeStack, then the thread pops the node off the stack and returns that a pointer to that node. If the stack is empty, then the thread checks its reuseArray for nodes that were referenced but now are not. If one is found, then the thread uses that node; otherwise, it calls the memory allocator.
(j) freeNode: this function determines if there is a possibility that the node is referenced. If there is the potential, then it places the node into the reuseArray. If another node is removed from the vector, then that node is moved to the reuseDataNodeStack, and the freed node takes its place. If there are no empty positions in the reuseArray, then its size is increased by one -as opposed to the standard practice of doubling in size, because the reuseArray rarely, if ever, increases in size in practice.
(k) freeNodeStack: takes a node that no thread can have a reference to, and pushes it onto the reuseDataNodeStack.
Memory Management
This section discusses the allocation and reuse of memory. When designing concurrent applications choosing an appropriate memory management scheme is important, and the one chosen must be thread-safe. As the standard memory allocator is blocking, special provisions must be made for lock-free and wait-free programs. Because of this we have made the design decision to allow the user to pick which memory allocation scheme they use with our hash table -in our case, it must be wait-free. This adds the benefit of allowing our hash table to use memory allocation schemes designed for specific hardware. In order for the hash table to behave in a wait-free manner, the user must choose a memory allocator that can allocate memory in a wait-free manner [52] , [33] . We choose the Lockless Memory Allocator [33] because it uses a wait-free queue for synchronization. We have taken care of freeing memory, and have done so in a way that reuses memory in a thread-conscious manner that allows us to reduce overhead. If a key is removed from the hash table by a successful CAS, then the dataNode holding the key is sent to a recycling procedure. We do this because free and allocate are expensive operations, and we can reduce the amount of times that our algorithm calls these functions by reusing memory. In addition to decreasing the number of costly operations executed, recycling dataNodes allows us to control which memory locations are used by the hash table, preventing the memory allocator from allocating a memory location that was freed by one thread but is still referenced by another thread; which, would lead to inconsistency in the data structure and the ABA 2 [25] problem.
Our memory reclamation scheme relies on a watchList; which, is a global array of length T, the number of threads. Each executing thread stores the hashed value of the key that the thread is operating on to its watchValue, the position on the watchList that corresponds to the thread's id. By restricting the reuse of a memory address to the thread that recycled it, our reclamation scheme is able to operate without the need for additional compare and swap operations. Since it has been shown that hash tables only need to increase in size [23] , once a memory array has been added to the table there is no need to watch it as it is not removed.
Each thread has a reuseDataNodeStack and a reuseDataNodeArray, nodes located on the stack are not referenced by any other thread and can be reused without additional checks. To place a node on the stack, the node must not be in use -this means that either the node is not in the table or no thread is operating on the hashed value of the node's key. Nodes that are in use are placed in a valid slot in the thread's reuseDataNodeArray. Nodes that are no longer in use can be moved from the reuseDataNodeArray to the reuseDataNodeStack.
ABA Problem
The ABA problem is fundamental to all CAS-based systems [38] . To eliminate the ABA problem we have developed a memory management scheme described in Section 5.3.9.
Semantics
The brief description of the hash table's semantics, that is presented in the following sections, requires a history of invocations and responses and defines a real-time order. An operation o 1 is said to precede an operation o 2 in real-time order, if o 2 's invocation occurs after o 1 's response. Operations that do not have real-time ordering are defined as concurrent [22] .
Correctness
The main correctness requirement of the semantics of the hash table's operations is linearizability [22] . A concurrent operation is linearizable if it appears to execute instantaneously in some moment of time between the time point t inv of its invocation and the time point t resp of its response. Firstly, this definition implies that each concurrent history yields responses that are equivalent to the responses of some legal sequential history for the same requests. Secondly, the order of the operations within the sequential history must be consistent with the real-time order. Let us assume that there is an operation o m ∈ S hash , where S hash is the set of all the hash table's operations. We assume that o m can be executed concurrently with N other operations o 1 ,o 2 ...,o N ∈ S hash . We outline a proof, that operation o m is linearizable, in the following sections.
Wait-Freedom
We prove the non-blocking property of our implementation by showing that out of n threads, all makes progress. Since the progress of get operations are independent of other concurrent operations, get operations are wait-free. If multiple threads are performing conflicting CAS operations, then the single thread that succeeds in completing the CAS operation makes progress by virtue of a successful insert. The failing threads also make progress in that their failure alerts them to one of three possible scenarios. The first scenario occurs when it can be reasoned that the thread's operation is no longer needed. This operation is considered to have been completed, and then immediately overwritten. Following this line of reasoning it becomes clear that this operation does not actually need to be performed. The second possibility is that this operation causes an expansion to occur. The final alternative outcome is that the thread simply retries its operation. If this is the case then the thread only retries its operation a limitied number of times (equal to maxFailCount) before it is forced to perform an expansion.
By virtue of one-to-one hashing, there are a bounded number of expansions that can occur, ∑ maxDepth−1 i=0 memoryArrayLength i , because only one unique key can be inserted at a position of this depth. If a thread fails a CAS operation at this stage, then it returns, its operation can be considered to have occurred, then immediately overwritten.
Linearization Points
Linearization points are defined as the requirement that each method have at least a single point where the method appears to take effect. In the presented design, the linearization points are the points when the thread performs an atomic read or a CAS. The ordering of these atomic operations determines the order in which these overlapping method calls occur in the derived sequential history. An atomic read does not modify the state of the data structure, and the read must occur either before or after a write operation, not while a write operation is occurring. This means that the value that is read must have at some point in time existed at the specified memory address. Similarly, for a CAS operation to return true, it must have written a value to a memory address. Once the value is written, then it is visible to all threads. If the CAS failed and a key match now resides at the location, then this implies that the value was inserted and then immediately replaced. This is intuitive if thought of as a linear program with two sequential insert operations that use the same key. If a key match does not reside at the location then the thread expands the table at that point using CAS.
Threads Interleaving Each line represents a single operation that a single thread is executing. The thread executes the circles on its line from left to right. The circle with "R" in the middle refers to the thread reading the pointer value at an arbitrary position on a memory array, and the circle with "W" refers to a CAS operation that uses the value that was previously read to confirm that the value has not changed, and that it is therefore valid to replace it with a new value.
The notation "Thread:Operation" is used. For example, the first circle would be described as A:R, and the one to the left of it would be A:W. The thick black lines represent a method call by a thread and each circle represents a serializable point of execution, and overlapping black lines represent method calls that happen concurrently.
The gaps between circles and end points reflect arbitrary passages of time that are not based on the lengths of the lines between them. Furthermore, circles on different lines that have overlapping black lines, can be executed in any order, but each must still execute from left to right on its own line. For example, if only threads A and C were considered one potential valid order of execution would be A:R then C:R then C:W then finally A:W. However, A:W then A:R then B:R, then finally B:W, would not be a valid execution since A:W must occur after A:R.
We assume that all threads are executing on the same memory array and that the initial state of the position on the memory array is null. We also propose that no thread has priority and each CAS failure implies that the thread inserted its element, and then that element was instantaneously replaced with a newer element.
Serializability of Multiple put Operations: Considering threads A through E from Figure 2 in this example, we propose an ordering, diagrammed below: Consider the following scenario wherein threads return values that are prefixed with "val ." Thread C would pass its CAS operation, unlike A, which fails its CAS because of C's write operation. Thread D's get operation would return "val C," then thread B would replace "val C" with "val B," and finally thread E would return "val B." A sequential history is shown in the timeline that follows in Figure 4 . Regardless of the number of threads or the order of operations, a valid sequential history can be derived by using the linearization points.
Linearizability
The following section discusses how we can derive a valid sequential history from a set of concurrent operations of our hash table. The serialization of concurrent modifications to distinct memory locations is considered trivial. The case where multiple get operations are called on the same memory address is also considered trivial.
For put and remove operations that use atomic load and atomic CAS operations we define the initial contents of the memory location as the value read by the respective atomic load of put or remove.
When considering several competing concurrent operations, one operation succeeds in the CAS. Each operation can be ordered relative to the operation that succeeds. The operations that fail, all of those except the succeeding operation, are considered to have taken place but had their changes immediately replaced by that of the succeeding operation. Therefore, these failed operations are ordered before the succeeding operation. All possible orderings of the failed operations with each other and the succeeding operation, lead to the same result -the result of the succeeding operation.
A get operation that executes concurrently with a put or remove operation, on the same memory address, returns the value placed there by the most recent CAS operation that occurred before the get's atomic read.
In order to make the illustration of the linearization of concurrent function calls as clear as possible, it has been broken up into three tables - Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 -detailing the possible values that may be present at an arbitrary position in the hash table. Read operations performed on spine nodes are omitted from the tables, because at no point does a position change from a spineNode to anything else.
The top left corner of each table contains the initial value held at the memory address that the threads are operating on. The leftmost column contains one of the concurrent operations that is performed, this is denoted by 'o 1 '. The top row holds the action that the other operation performs, this is denoted by 'o 2 '. The cell at the intersection of a row and a column contains the point in o 1 's code and the point in o 2 's code where o 1 's actions and o 2 's actions can be linearized.
The notation used in the table includes: 'CAS(A,V o ,V n )' which denotes a compare-and-swap on a memory location A, comparing the current value with the old value, V o , replacing the current value with the new value, Vn, if V o equals the current value; 'S' which refers to adding a spineNode as opposed to a dataNode; 'Read(A),' which is an atomic read on memory address A; and 'Mark(A),' which refers to performing the atomic, bit-wise 'and' operation. Furthermore, the phrase "new phase" is used to describe the case wherein an operation fails its CAS. In this scenario, the thread determines -as described in Section 5.6 -if it still needs to perform its operation; if so, it increases its failCount and retries.
Below we provide a detailed explanation of the linearization points shown in Table 1 , Table 2 , and Table 3 . Table 1 : Linearization of concurrent operations on a position that is initially null.
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Performance Evaluation
We tested several algorithms against our wait-free implementation (Wait-Free). As there are no other waitfree algorithms we chose several lock-free algorithms as well as some standard locking algorithms. The lock-free algorithms that we compare against are Split-Ordered Lists (Split Lists) [46] and Michael's lockfree hash table (Michael) [37] . The standard locking solutions include two data structures with global locks, these are the standard template library hash table (STL) [28] and the Boost unordered map (Boost) [1] . We also compare against the industry standard -the best available locking solution -Intel's Threading Building Blocks concurrent hash map (TBB) [27] . All tests were run on an HP Z600 workstation with an Intel X5670 hex-core processor running at 2.93 GHz and six gigabytes of RAM that is running 64-bit Ubuntu Linux version 11.04. The testing variables for the graph presented below include creating a hash table that has an initial capacity of 2 18 = 262,144 elements. This number of elements is chosen because it is the closest power of two to five percent of the expected number of inserted elements. This table was filled to one percent of its capacity and then 50,000,000 operations were performed. The Boost random number generator was used to avoid the locking version in the standard C++ implementation. Each thread then used this random number generator to select what type of operation it should perform, where each operation was assigned an arbitrary yet consistent opcode. We tested a variety of scenarios and our hash table consistently outperforms the rest with a variety of distributions of the executed operations. Here we show just one scenario from our evaluation tests. We selected a distribution of operations that contained 88% get, 10% put, and 2% remove operations. This distribution was selected because it was reported to be typical for use of this data structure [46] . We have executed a large variety of scenarios and observed results that indicate that our algorithm scales well with the number of threads.
A graph, Figure 5 , was produced to illustrate the performance of these algorithms under these conditions. When considering the graph note the logarithmic scale and the fact that a higher number of clock ticks signifies lower performance. Also, the STL and Boost tables scale similarly and the lines that depict their performance overlap almost exactly. Our implementation is represented by the line at the bottom of the graph, using the fewest clock ticks, and showing the best performance of all algorithms considered, in the aforementioned environment. Similar results can be observed for up to 128 threads in Figure 6 . We present Figure 5 : The average number of clock ticks, per thread, used by each algorithm when running the specified total number of threads.
another performance graph that was tested in the same environment -same machine and same variables -as the previously presented results with only the number of threads changed.
Relevance
We believe that a lock-and wait-free hash table allows significant performance increases across any parallel architecture. Our design of a wait-free hash table is critical for a large number of applications, such as: computational biology [35] ; simulation [42] , [57] ; discrete event simulation [30] ; and search-indexing [59] . The application and availability of a wait-free design for a hash table data structure helps improve the performance and scalability of such existing and future applications. Specifically, our data structure could be used in biological research where both search and computation can involve retrieving and processing vast libraries of information [54] . The same data is also often accessed by different users with varied goals and it would be ideal if their work did not interfere with that of another.
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the first wait-free hash table implementation. Our implementation provides the progress guarantee of wait-freedom with a performance improvement over the best available locking solution and all Figure 6 : The average number of clock ticks, per thread, used by each algorithm when running the specified total number of threads.
tested lock-free solutions. We discussed the relevance of this work and its applicability in the real-world.
We are currently developing a project that applies advanced program analysis provided by POET [58] to automaticallly replace TBB's concurrent hash map with our wait-free hash table in real-world applications and a number of benchmarks such as PARSEC [3] . Furthermore, we plan to perform a formal validation using a model checker, such as SPIN to exhaustively test all possible thread interleavings [56] .
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